
The University of British Columbia

Instructor: Carmen Bruni
Term: January-April 2012
Course: Math 101 Section 211
Time and Place: MWF 2:00-3:00 AL 104
Text: Calculus, Early Transcendentals, 7th edition by James Stewart (the 6th ed is okay as
well but note that the suggested problems will be different).

Important Links:

http://www.math.ubc.ca/∼cbruni
http://piazza.com (Note no www.)
https://webwork.elearning.ubc.ca
http://www.khanacademy.org

Marking Scheme:

Webwork 7.5% (Weekly automated assignments due Sundays at 11:59pm)
Quizzes (weekly on Fridays with two exceptions) 7.5%
Midterm (two weighted evenly) 35% Dates - Tuesday Feb. 7th from 6-7pm and Monday Mar
19th from 6-7pm
Final 50% Date TBA.
I reserve the right to change marks from the above scheme as circumstances warrant. Your mark
will never be lower than the mark produced by the scheme above.

Quizzes will be held weekly on Fridays (with two weeks omitted due to the midterms). Your
worst quiz mark will be dropped. The dates are as follows.

Quiz dates: Jan 16 Jan 23 Jan 30 Feb 13 Feb 27 Mar 5 Mar 12 Mar 26 Apr 2

If a quiz is missed for a documented medical (or other documented reason), it will be ignored
and other quizzes will be reweighted to compensate for missed quizzes. A student must provide
proof or reason for missing a quiz in order to receive reweighting. Otherwise a mark of zero will
be given.
For midterms, permission to write a makeup midterm OR reweighting of other course compo-
nents may be given in the following two circumstances:

A) Prior notice of a valid conflict or absence on the scheduled date
B) Notification to the instructor within 72 hours of absence due to medical illness.

Original written documentation (for example, a doctors note or letter from coach) is required in
ALL cases. Otherwise a score of 0 will be assigned for the missed quiz or midterm. In all cases,
contact me as soon as possible of knowing the conflict so that appropriate concessions can be
made.
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Notes:

At least 2/3rds of the midterms and finals will be similar to textbook problems and so solving
them is paramount to receiving a good grade.
Cheating policies can be found on the general webpage. In short, if you think its cheating, it
probably is.
If you use laptops (strongly not recommended), please sit in the back of the class so that others
are not disturbed.
Digital office hours? Office Hours? Webwork (email instructor button). MLC.
What is integral calculus? (Outline)

To do:

(i) Log on to my website and familiarize yourself with the site.

(ii) Do the Doodle Poll to set up office hours (Please sign up by Friday!).

(iii) Log on to Webwork and do assignment 0.

(iv) Sign on to Piazza and read the first post. I will use Piazza to communicate with you
throughout the term.
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